Century honda

Very professional, helpful, friendly , and fast! Also enjoyed the waiting room , where there is a
free coffee, a TV , and comfortable couches. Overall, I am very satisfied. I'm very happy with the
service I always got from u guys. Very professional and excellent all the time. Thank you very
much and more power. Easy to schedule an appointment, pleasant communication, helpful and
efficient. I travel from WeHo to Glendale just because the experience is so pleasant. Matt was
great. I received great customer service from Louis. He was very professional and very kind at
the same time. Went in for faulty battery and received a new one for no charge under warranty
and with no hassle. Wonderful customer service from Jeff. He made sure I can get to my next
appointments and offered free rental when the car would not be finished on time. Dropped off
car for and oil change without an appointment with Kristina Haas. She informed me that I had a
special no-charge service for my car that I wasn't aware about. My car's mileage was past this
special service but I didn't care. I was more impressed that she still wanted to try and get this
service comped because I was unaware. I appreciate that. My car was finished within the hour
they had promised. Pretty impressive compared to Honda of Hollywood. They usually take two
hours. Arrived early. Good customer service, pleasant. Work completed within estimated time
frame. Really good discount for oil change. Been coming here since I moved to CA. I was a little
reluctant coming to a dealer for the higher prices but I didn't know anyone else at a shop.
They've been fair and reliable since the start. A little higher prices but I know I will be taken care
of and get a ride home if need be. Matt Martinez was the one who helped me and has since
moved to a management position but John is as helpful as he has been. Thanks again guys. I
want to know the job is done right the first time. Would love a car wash rolled into service tho. I
used to get that back home and that was always a nice bonus especially after dropping a grand
on brakes or other stuff. Thank you tho again! Got the SRS malfunction but the dealer found the
problem quickly and replaced the seat belt buckle switch under mfg warranty. Thank you. No
more trouble. Every time my "service engine" reminder light comes on my Civic, I am quick to
get her in for her check up to Diamond Honda of Glendale. Although I no longer live as close to
Glendale as I did when I purchased my vehicle last year, I know that the extra drive will be well
worth my time. The crew in the service department is always friendly, fast and efficient and
makes me feel apart of the Honda family. Upon entering to my waiting in the customer lounge to
paying for any additional things that may be needed, I am greeted and taken care of by people
that don't just know their jobs, but, seem to really love doing them. Rick was so personable and
sweet, I felt as though we'd known each other forever! It makes all the difference in the world
when I have to take precious time outta my weekend to take care of my car! Do I recommend
Diamond Honda of Glendale? You bet I do! Thank you folks! Reason for reporting the review:
Select Your email address:. Dealer Reviews Find the best dealership for you. Service Reviews
Find good folks to fix your car. Cars for Sale Find the right car for you. Car Recalls Make sure
your car is safe to drive. Write a Review. Sign In. Dealer Panel. Back Dealership Service Write a
review. Customer Service. Quality of Work. Overall Experience. A dealership's rating is
calculated by averaging scores from reviews received in the past 24 months. New Century
Honda Hours Hours. June 03, Read More. Employees Worked With. Rick Gudino. Report Print.
Helpful 0. June 02, Matt Martinez. May 29, May 22, Louis Weatherspoon. May 15, May 14, May 13,
May 07, Xo Read More. April 27, April 20, Please be as descriptive as possible. We ask that
reviewers read your private response within 5 days. This is a measure put in place to help
identify fraudulent posts on the site, and in some cases we may determine that the review is not
subject to removal even when the reviewer has not read your response. Which review do you
believe this to be a duplicate of? Please provide the screen name, date, etc. Please provide any
identifying information that you have regarding the former employee that you believe wrote the
review â€” full name, email, social media links, anything that will help us research a connection
between the review and that person. Please let us know what leads you to believe that this
review was posted fraudulently. Which dealership do you believe this review was meant for, and
what leads you to believe the review was posted to the incorrect page? Please let us know what
leads you to believe that this review should be removed from the page. Please provide the exact
content of the review that you feel is inappropriate. Cancel Submit. Enter your starting address.
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A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.

However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Monday AM - PM. Tuesday AM - PM. Wednesday
AM - PM. Thursday AM - PM. Friday AM - PM. Saturday AM - PM. Sunday AM - PM. Thanking Max
for his service! I was in a rush that day and luckily the service was Fast I was completely
satisfied. Will be coming back for more services. Great process and great price too. Will
recommend to any friends who are in the market for a new Honda! Great service. Hassle free.
Max the service rep did an incredible job making sure I understood what was going on and
answered any questions I had regarding my vehicle. Reason for reporting the review: Select
Your email address:. Dealer Reviews Find the best dealership for you. Service Reviews Find
good folks to fix your car. Cars for Sale Find the right car for you. Car Recalls Make sure your
car is safe to drive. Write a Review. Sign In. Dealer Panel. All Salespeople. Sales Department.
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Reviews. Efren Soliz Retail. View Reviews. View 93 Reviews. Victor Gonzalez Retail. More
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Worked With. Alexis Calderon 5. February 23, Great process and great price Omar Garcia 5.
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By. View Vehicle Details. More Inventory More Inventory. Please be as descriptive as possible.
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Map and Directions to New Century Honda. Enter your starting address. Monday AM - PM.
Tuesday AM - PM. Wednesday AM - PM. Thursday AM - PM. Friday AM - PM. Saturday AM - PM.
Sunday AM - PM. Color: gray exterior, gray interior. Transmission: Automatic. Drivetrain: FWD.
Color: black exterior, black interior. Drivetrain: AWD. Color: silver exterior, black interior. Color:
white exterior, beige interior. Color: white exterior, black interior. Color: blue exterior, black
interior. Color: red exterior, gray interior. Color: silver exterior, gray interior. Color: gray
exterior, black interior. Dealer Reviews Find the best dealership for you. Service Reviews Find
good folks to fix your car. Cars for Sale Find the right car for you. Car Recalls Make sure your
car is safe to drive. Write a Review. Sign In. Dealer Panel. All Salespeople. Sales Department.
Contact Dealership. Dealership Service Write a review. New Century Honda. Sales: View 2
Awards. Customer Service. Quality of Work. Overall Experience. A dealership's rating is
calculated by averaging scores from reviews received in the past 24 months. Overview
Employees Reviews 4, Inventory New Century Honda Awards Awards. Contact New Century
Honda. Call Error in sending request, please try again. Powered By Sort. Dealership Inventory.
Clear All. Clear Filters View Cars. Type All New Used. Mileage Mileage 5, miles or less 10, miles
or less 20, miles or less 30, miles or less 40, miles or less 50, miles or less 60, miles or less 70,
miles or less 80, miles or less 90, miles or less , miles or less , miles or less , miles or less ,
miles or less. Min Year Min Year Max Year Max Year. Style Body Style. Coupe 2. Crew Cab
Pickup 2. Hatchback Minivan Sedan SUV Exterior Color. Black Blue Gray Red Silver White
Interior Color. Beige 8. Brown 4. Base 5. EX EX-L EX-T 5. LX Sport Sport 1. Sport SE 1. Touring
Door Count. Performance Transmission. Automatic Manual 2. AWD FWD RWD 1. Fuel Type. Gas
Hybrid Alloy Wheels Bluetooth Brake Assist Memory Seat Navigation System Call for Price.
View Details. Select a subject Check availability Get a price quote Request more photos
Schedule a test drive Ask a question. Contact Seller. Map and Directions to New Century Honda.
Enter your starting address. For Businesses. Write a Review. Based on info from the business

or our users. See all photos. See All Show more review highlights. Business owner information.
Tony L. As a premier California Honda dealer, we have a huge selection of new and used
vehicles to choose from. New Century Honda customers enjoy special vehicle offers every day.
Glendale, CA Ask a question. Your trust is our top concern, so businesses can't pay to alter or
remove their reviews. Learn more. Had a great experience here this week buying one of their
used vehicles they got on trade-in. Specifically Tesla Model 3. I worked directly with joey who I
coordinated with via a quick phone call and then text for any additional details. He was super
responsive and very helpful. I did have to haggle a little for my trade-in to get a price that I felt
was fair, but I ended up with something I was happy with. As far as service and detailing before
you take a car home, it left a little be desired. They DID get something questionable off the back
seat, but there was still pet hair all up in the vehicle from the previous owner and a bunch of
finger prints. You might want to plan on a fancy detailing at one of your favorite car wash places
if get a used car in order to get that nice "new car" feeling. If you get a non-Honda used vehicle
here you may want to research how to use the features of the vehicle and bring or pull-up a
used car checklist for that model to make sure everything looks good. Patrick L. Business
Employee. Hi Katie, thank you so much for the detailed review! We are glad you are enjoying the
Tesla and had a solid experience here at New Century Honda. The dealership agrees that any
customer getting a pre-owned vehicle should be thoroughly detailed and are very open to the
constructive criticism. For your troubles please call your salesperson, Joey, at the time of your
first needed car wash to schedule here at New Century Honda free of charge, of course. Read
more. I recommend New Century for service. They provided online scheduling or thru the app
for appointments. Also, reasonable wait times for oil change and a great price with promotions.
The service followed covid protocols for health and safety. Look for David. He helped me from
the time I arrived until I picked up my car. He was awesome, not pushy at all. Thank you. Thanks
Christina we hope to see you in the Service Drive next time! I had a very pleasant and easygoing
experience while perusing the lot for CR-V Hybrids. Robert came right out to assist, directing
me to the vehicles I was looking for and giving me a rundown of all their features. After looking
at the CR-Vs, he was very helpful in showing me some different finance options within my
budget. My biggest takeaway from the experience was that he was never pushy on getting me to
buy anything, as many car salesman can be. I felt comfortable making a follow-up appointment
knowing I would not be haggled. Hi Robby, thank you for stopping by New Century Honda and
also for leaving the wonderful review of Robert. We look forward to getting you into the new
CR-V at the great pricing you requested. Great service by Efren! He said we'd be done in 5 min
and that's exactly how long it took. Hi Lusine thank you for the feedback! I was in and out in no
time and had excellent service. Will definitely be going back to this location for future car
issues. Walked in this place because I am currently in the market for a new lease. Was not
greeted by any sales people. A couple were hanging around chatting and another on his phone
playing a game. A few minutes later a gentleman behind the counter asked me if I need help. I
said yes and he called over the the guy busy on his phone game. The guy didn't even introduce
himself. Asked what I came in for, I told him I was interested to hear about the lease programs
for a particular car. He asked what my idea of a good deal is and confirmed it wasn't possible.
That was it. Literally 37 second conversation. My friend recommended me going to a dealership
because thats how he got his car. Patrick, I came in there with zero expectations, no idea on
how the lease programs work with your company. All I wanted is to see what you offer! And
maybe make a deal. I didn't come in there to be asked what my idea of a good deal is. You show
me what your offering and I either take it or leave it! That's it! You can tell from that response
from Mr. Patrick on how their operation is run. Hi David, Thanks for stopping by and giving us
some feedback. Staff definitely should be more courteous and provide a more engaging
experience than what you described. New Century Honda leases a lot of vehicles and that
Salespeople are in touch with what is and isn't possible based on current incentives. At times,
regarding pricing, it does appear customers want truth and honesty until they honestly don't
like the truth. With that being said I am happy to get you a bottom-dollar quote on any vehicle
you'd like. Simply email me at Patrick. Lawton NewCenturâ€¦ so that I can go to work for you.
Should yesterday's experience deter you from doing so I wish you the best in your vehicle
search and do hope you decide to join the Honda Family. I had the best buying experience, no
haggling, Robert Hampton our salesman was very good and knowledgeable, he worked hard to
get me the car I wanted, he understood what I was looking for and made it easy to get the car I
wanted, everyone who was envolved in my purchase were supper kind and helpful, I will be
recommending them to my family and friends. My new baby Thank you for the great review!
Enjoy the vehicle and we look forward to assisting you in the future. I had a great experience
purchasing my new vehicle from New Century Honda. Efren and Manny took good care of me
during the whole process of trading in my old vehicle and setting me up with a new one to drive

home. Great job guys. I'll definitely will be bringing my car back there for any scheduled
maintenance and will recommend New Century Honda to anyone looking for new car. John,
Thank you for trusting New Century Honda with your vehicle purchase. We look forward to
being your go-to for all your vehicle needs in the future. I felt very uneasy at this dealership.
First, they were unable to run my credit through Experian. They told me they were able to run it
through TransUnion and it came back 60 points lower than I have on paper. I asked if I could
step outside to make a call while they "continue to try" to run my credit through Experian. It
magically worked as soon as I stepped outside and unsurprisingly my credit shot up 60 points. I
then asked about the price of the extended warranty and what it covered beyond the car being
certified. Ignore the signs that say this all over the lot. The cars are not certified. They do not
offer this information up front. You must ask to find out. I even asked in an email prior to my
appointment, and they simply never responded. As I was leaving, an employee came outside
and tried to talk to me as I was leaving. I told him there was nothing else he could do for me and
asked politely that they remove the signs. He said they used to certify the vehicles but no longer
do, and that I should be able to tell the signs had been up for a long time because they were
weathered what does that have to do with anything? He left and then came back again holding a
phone and said his manager would be "willing" to certify the vehicle for me. Are you serious?
No, you lost my trust much earlier. I should not have to ask for you to provide the service all of
your signs advertise. The blatantly unethical behavior made me feel so uncomfortable - I could
not wait to leave. A final note - more than one employee removed their mask indoors. Several
others wore their masks improperly, with their noses out. This is wildly irresponsible. If you are
going to lie about the standards of your vehicles, at least respect my health. There are no less
than 10 of these signs, plus banners, all over the dealership. Hi Gen, Thanks for stopping by
and we are sorry to hear we did not meet your expectations. New Century Honda appreciates
the constructive criticism and we do wish you the best in your vehicle search. I scheduled an
appointment to see a car with the specs I provided over the phone. We had J as our salesperson
and he did great showing us ONLY the cars that would match what we told him, that simple! I
told him Ive been to 5 dealerships already and told him straight what I want and my budget, The
New Century team worked hard to get me what I wanted, from J, to the manager and the
insurance guy, I am so happy with the service New Century provided. Keep rollin', Jose! Please
do enjoy the New CRV Hybrid and let us know if there is anything we can do to assist you in the
future. Elite ' I have never been to a car dealer service department that was so friendly. I am at
awe at the time they took to communicate with you and ensure you leave on a good note.
Things communicated? Next service, what concerns to look out for, what concerns are not
really concerns, pricing, savings. These conversations took several minutes, while saving
future headaches. Thanks Byron we look forward to assisting you here again at New Century
Honda. I love coming to New Century Honda because I know that an employee named Max will
always go out of his way with his exceptional service to take care of my car like his own. He
always answers any questions I might have with my car and gives his sincere advice. He is very
professional and has the best approach with customers. Thanks Max! Thanks Ani - Manny is
truly a gem; they don't make employees like him anymore! We appreciate your business and
taking time out of your busy day to leave a wonderful review. Please do let us know if there is
anything you need from us in the future. I came in on a Monday to look at a vehicle that I found
online. When I arrived I was greeted by Tim Hall and he informed me that particular car sold the
day before. He then showed me other cars that were similar. Mind you I had been looking for a
new car since March. After looking at CRVs and comparing different features, I actually found
one that had everything I wanted and the color I desired. Tim worked with my budget and also
made trading in my older Honda an easy experience. From the time I walked in I never felt
pressured. After visiting multiple dealerships for the last 7 months, during covid New Century
Honda was the best. I'm very happy with my purchase and would definitely recommend this
dealership to others!! Hi Shannon, We are so glad we were able to help you get into the CRV of
your choosing and that you had a great experience with Tim! Efren Solis is the best! Great
customer service. He's diligent and patient. I would rate him higher but this portal only allows 5
stars I give him 20! Thank you Andrea and congrats on the vehicle! Service was excellent; the
Honda team, including Max, were very accommodating and knowledgable. Everything went so
smooth. Hi Emin we appreciate you choosing New Century Honda and are grateful for the
glowing review. This is for service only. Let me start by saying that we are currently in the
middle of COVID when my car's oil change light came on. I continued to drive it until my car's
dash said past due. When the past due mileage went into double digits, I knew I couldn't put it
off any longer. I went to the dealership to get an oil change and tire rotation. I know, before y'all
heckle me at getting serviced at a dealership. Here's my take: Miguel was amazing. He was
friendly and helpful. He wore a mask as we all do during these times. He quoted me an hour and

a half and it was done in 45 minutes. They washed my car, so it was all sparkly again. Lastly,
they covered the seat, the floor and the steering wheel to help mitigate the COVID contagion. I
appreciate this. Cheers, guys! Sales manager Lennie rocks Glad to be customers of New
Century Honda now. They gave us the best deal and most of all the best service. Highly
recommend this dealer See all photos from Mike L. Thanks Mike - New Century Honda truly
appreciates your willingness to trust this business enough to make two purchases on the same
day. Please let us know if you need anything in the future regarding these vehicles; We want to
make sure you're happy with your purchases long-term. Everyone at New Century Honda are
helpful but especially Louis Weatherspoon is extremely helpful, friendly and awesome service
advisor. Christopher Jimenez was very kind and helpful. I'm very satisfied! Thank you!! Haybert
was very kind and helpful. I like going to New Century Honda is always quick and efficient.
Thanks again. Louis was amazing, he explained the problem and my options to fix it very well. I
am very happy with the courtesy and helpfulness of Louis and all the other employees that
helped me out yesterday. I look forward to coming back for my next car maintenance needs!
Thank you Marisa we look forward to seeing you again! Set up an appointment to purchase a
used vehicle and secured financing. Called ahead of time that morning to let them know we
were on our way. They knew we were driving up to Glendale from San Diego. Thanks a lot, guys.
We appreciate you reaching out about this and apologize for the inconvenience. Unfortunately
all pre-owned vehicles are first-come, first-serve and cannot be reserved. Whenever a sale on a
pre-owned vehicle has been completed all other interested parties are notified that it has been
sold as soon as it drives off the lot. You can now request information from this business
directly from Yelp. Business website. Phone number. Calstar Motors. Glendale Hyundai. Allen
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